
Nicole Singleton
‘Home Route’
‘Home Route’ is an Autumn/Winter menswear collection 
centring around my grandparents’ contrastingly unique 
pastimes: My grandfather’s Husky racing passions 
and my grandmother’s love for patchwork quilting. 
Taking initial garment and hardware inspiration 
from protective, outer wear, worn by my grandfather 
and fellow husky racing athletes. The print and 
textile story of my collection evokes a feeling of 
‘home comfort’ and warmth after returning from a 
harsh mountainous terrain, using intricate quilting 
techniques and knitwear. With the utilization of 
oversized puffer sleeves and soft fabrication, the 
garments achieve the feeling of being wrapped up in a 
hand-crafted quilt.

A key pattern cutting focus for this collection is 
creating articulations which are tailored to the 
body to ensure maximum practicality. I achieved this 
using S-bend pattern cutting on the trouser legs and 
puffer coat arms, also using articulated knee pads 
and shoulder pads. I have developed these knee pads 
using my grandfather’s racing maps as a lay plan, 
resulting in an organic shape which is both unique 
and practical. These garments have an element of both 
functionality and comfort. Maintaining a practical fit 
as well as elevated design was essential for me, to 
honour my initial concept and the high functioning 
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Looking through home photo-
graphs of my grandfather 

Concept



Market Research 
Designer: Moncler A/W25 Designer: Aitor Throup



Historical Research

Draping to inform Silhouette

my research is derived from his-
torical garments worn by dog sled 
racers in the early 1900’s, the 
evolution of extreme expedition 
wear throughout the 20th century, 
and modern-day winter sports at-
tire- including ski wear. 



Collage Design Development

Initial designs came from the method of draping and 
collaging with preexisting outerwear garments, sleep-
ing bags, knit samples and husky racing equipment.



Bomber Sleeve Development



Knee Pad Trouser 
Development

Using My Grandad’s 
hand written maps as 
a starting point for 
my design collage



Mud-Guard Trouser 
Development



Colour Development



Print and Textile Development



Knit Development

Designing punch 
cards inspired by 
my grandma’s quilt.



Shorts and Leg Warmers

Quilted Fleece and Dungarees



Home Route: Line Up  
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Range Plan


